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Dear friends,
 
On behalf of the GiveMN Board of Directors, we are delighted to invite you to submit
nominations for up to three open positions on our board with terms beginning in July 2021.
 
This marks the second year of our public nominations process, part of our ongoing effort to
continue building deep connections to our communities. Last year, we welcomed four new
members to our board after reviewing dozens of strong candidates nominated by donors,
nonprofits, schools, and those who care about philanthropy in Minnesota.

Our board of directors is a group of committed volunteers who help guide the strategic direction
of GiveMN. Since our founding 12 years ago, they have been integral in the creation of our
programs such as RaiseMN, Give to the Max Day, and GiveMN.org.

The nomination process is open for the month of February, and we invite you to nominate people
—including yourself—who you think would help us in our mission of igniting generosity and
growing giving. Nominations are due by March 1.  Then our board’s governance committee will
review all nominations as we work to bring new members onto the board this summer.

Thank you for being a part of philanthropy in Minnesota. We look forward to learning more about
you and the leaders you most respect through this process.

Sincerely,
Sami Pelton, GiveMN Board Chair
John Larsen, GiveMN Governance Committee Chair
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The GiveMN Governance Committee is seeking board members who are passionate about
Minnesota philanthropy and the vibrancy of our nonprofit sector. Priority will be given to
nominees with a variety of strengths and perspectives that deepen our connection to our
communities and reflect our organizational values.
 
First and foremost:

We are seeking nominees who are committed to and passionate about the work of GiveMN.

We are prioritizing nominees who represent the following communities:

Nominees with expertise in technology, human-centered design, and/or e-commerce
Nominees with legal expertise**
Nominees who identify as Black, Indigenous, or people of color
Nominees living in Greater Minnesota, outside of the Twin Cities Metro area

We also believe that nominees who represent the following communities may be good
candidates for the board:

Nominees who are corporate leaders
Nominees who are regarded as leaders of formal or informal communities
Nominees who are entrepreneurs
Nominees who are philanthropic leaders
Nominees who are over 60 years of age
Nominees under 35 years of age (but at least 18 years of age)



GiveMN works to live out four core values in our programs and in our governance of the
organization and is seeking nominees with whom these values also resonate positively.

Operate from Abundance |  GiveMN operates from a place of abundance, not scarcity. We
believe that philanthropy is not a zero-sum game and that our resources are best invested
in ideas that ‘grow the pie’ and bring more people to the philanthropic table.
Connected to Community | GiveMN is accountable to and connected with the
communities we serve. We believe that our ideas are improved by listening and responding
to the needs of our stakeholders and that when making strategic decisions, we will be
informed by the organizations and donors we serve and the funders who support our work.
Equity in Action |  GiveMN has a responsibility to actualize systems, practices, and
services that create more equitable access to resources, acknowledging that structures of
inequity exist in philanthropy. We apply multiple equity lenses to our decision-making and
prioritize serving communities and individuals with less access to resources.
Courage to Try | GiveMN strongly values informed action over prolonged analysis and
believes that the substantial change we want to realize in our state requires courage,
innovation, and calculated risk. Our team is reflective and persistent in pursuing results and
strives to learn from both our successes and our failures.

** The GiveMN Board of Directors is seeking and prioritizing community members whose
perspectives and contributions as volunteer board members might be informed by their legal
training, background, and experience. GiveMN retains separate outside counsel and is not
seeking a board member to serve as the organization’s attorney.



GiveMN invites nominations of leaders you believe could help us advance the work
and shape the future of GiveMN. We welcome self-nomination as well as nominations
from your network.

Relationship to Nominee
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* 1. Relationship to Nominee

I am nominating myself. I am nominating someone from my
network.



Nominating Someone from Your Network
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* 2. Does the nominee know that you are nominating them?

Yes, the nominee is aware that they're
being nominated.

No, the nominee doesn't know.

Name

Employer or
Professional
Affiliation

City/Town

State -- select state --

ZIP Code

Email Address

Phone Number

* 3. Your Information as the Nominator (Not the nominee's information)  |  We may
follow up with you if we have questions about the nomination you are submitting.



We'd like to make sure the nominee is identified according to their preference.

Nominee's Preferred Identity
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4. Preferred Honorific, if any (e.g. Dr., Rev.)

* 5. Preferred First Name

* 6. Preferred Last Name

7. Preferred Suffix or Credential, if any (e.g. Jr., MBA, CFRE)

* 8. Professional Title or Position

* 9. Employer or Professional Affiliation

 

* 10. To serve as a member of the board of directors, individuals must be 18 years of
age or older.

Will the nominee be 18 years of age or older as of July 1, 2021?

Yes No



At GiveMN, we value personal identity and strive to relate to and represent everyone in
the ways they prefer.

If you are able, please share with us the ways in which the nominee prefers to be
identified.

11. Personal Pronouns

She, her, hers He, him, his They, them, theirs

Other (please specify)

12. Preferred Racial and/or Ethnic Identity

American Indian or Alaska Native

Asian

Black or African American

Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin

Middle Eastern or North African

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander

White/Caucasian

Other/Multiple race, ethnicity, or origin
identification



Nominee's Contact Information
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* 13. Nominee Email Address

* 14. Nominee Direct Phone Number

* 15. Best Time to Reach Nominee by Phone (Please check all that apply.)

Morning

Afternoon

Evening

I don't know

* 16. Nominee County or Native Nation of Residence

Address Line 1

Address Line 2

City/Town

State -- select state --

ZIP

17. Nominee Mailing Address



The GiveMN Governance Committee is seeking board members who are passionate
about Minnesota philanthropy and the vibrancy of our nonprofit sector.

Nominee Profile
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* 18. Generally speaking, how interested do you believe the nominee is in serving as
a member of the GiveMN Board of Directors?

Not at all interested I have no idea Incredibly interested

* 19. Please provide a statement describing the nominee's interest in and motivation
for serving on the GiveMN board of directors.

20. If the nominee has a LinkedIn profile, please paste the link to their profile. 
(Link should look like https://www.linkedin.com/in/profilename/)



The GiveMN Governance Committee is seeking board members with a variety
of strengths and perspectives that deepen our connection to our communities and
reflect our organizational values.

Nominee Profile
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* 21. First and foremost, we are seeking nominees who are committed to and
passionate about the work of GiveMN.

How committed and passionate do you believe the nominee to be?

Not committed to or
passionate about the work
of GiveMN

Completely committed to
and passionate about the

work of GiveMN

* 22. Additionally, we are seeking nominees who represent the communities listed
below.

Please check all of the boxes that you believe describe the nominee.

Nominee has expertise in technology, human-centered design, and/or e-commerce

Nominee has legal expertise**

Nominee identifies as Black, Indigenous, or a person of color

Nominee lives in Greater Minnesota, outside of the Twin Cities Metro area

None of the above describe the nominee



* 23. We also believe that nominees who represent the communities listed below may
be good candidates for the board.

Please check all of the boxes that you believe describe the nominee.

Nominee is a corporate leader

Nominee is regarded as a leader of a formal or informal community

Nominee is an entrepreneur

Nominee is a philanthropic leader

Nominee is over 60 years of age

Nominee is under 35 years of age (but at least 18 years of age)

None of the above describe the nominee



* 24. GiveMN works to live out four core values in our programs and in our
governance of the organization and is seeking nominees with whom these values
also resonate positively.

Please check all of the boxes that you believe resonate positively with the nominee.

Operate from Abundance |  GiveMN operates from a place of abundance, not scarcity.
We believe that philanthropy is not a zero-sum game and that our resources are best
invested in ideas that ‘grow the pie’ and bring more people to the philanthropic table.

Connected to Community | GiveMN is accountable to and connected with the
communities we serve. We believe that our ideas are improved by listening and
responding to the needs of our stakeholders and that when making strategic decisions, we
will be informed by the organizations and donors we serve and the funders who support
our work.

Equity in Action |  GiveMN has a responsibility to actualize systems, practices, and
services that create more equitable access to resources, acknowledging that structures of
inequity exist in philanthropy. We apply multiple equity lenses to our decision-making and
prioritize serving communities and individuals with less access to resources.

Courage to Try | GiveMN strongly values informed action over prolonged analysis and
believes that the substantial change we want to realize in our state requires courage,
innovation, and calculated risk. Our team is reflective and persistent in pursuing results
and strives to learn from both our successes and our failures.

None of the Above |  I do not believe these values resonate positively with the nominee.

** The GiveMN Board of Directors is seeking and prioritizing community members whose
perspectives and contributions as volunteer board members might be informed by their legal
training, background, and experience. GiveMN retains separate outside counsel and is not
seeking a board member to serve as the organization’s attorney.



Thanks for nominating yourself or a community leader to serve on the GiveMN Board
of Directors. Simply tap Submit Nomination below and your nomination will be
complete!

Thank you!
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